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"modules" and "systems" really mean,
especially since they are often mistakenly
considered synonymous terms.
ArvinMeritor defines modules and
systems in the following way:

Modules - considered a good first step in
the migration toward fully integrated
systems. The components of a module
are used as building blocks as before, but
are designed and specified to work
together. Modules focus primarily on the
optimization of individual components that
are mechanically integrated. Modules can
take advantage of advancements in
component technologies, like composites
for example

Systems - sets of components, processes
or functions that interact to achieve given

Suspensions: The Right Road to
lntegrated Systems

Industry heads from components towards modules and systems
to achieve superior ride and handling

Suspensions have made rapid strides in both
the tractor/trailer and bus and coach markets.
In each of these heavy vehicle segments, there
has not only been an evolution in terms of the
types of suspensions used -- from steel spring
and walking beam to air suspensions -- but
also in the way that they are designed and
produced. What we are seeing unfold is an
evolution in the approach that suppliers and
OEMs are taking in developing and outfitting
vehicles with suspensions. lt's an evolution that
began with undercarriages as assemblies
made up of a number of different off-the-shelf
parts, often from different suppliers. This view
has transitioned into an "integrated modules"
approach with clear signs of movement
towards a complete vehicle systems approach.

Before exploring this transition further, it's
important to define what the terms



pedormance objectives. A system is
differentiated from a module by its focus on
function and per.formance. A full system
results when the engineers and designers
look at the function of what has to be done.
with a "clean sheet of paper."

Why the shift?

What's driving this shift in the approach
toward developing suspensions? Simply
put, it's a focused effort to achieve superior
ride and handling at the lightest weights
and lowest cost. Let's look at the trailer air
suspension evolution to better understand
the shift and how it has impacted the trailer
industry.

Going back to the late 1980s, only a little
more than 10 percent of new trailers were
equipped with air suspensions. This isn't
because drivers, owner operators and fleets
didn't want air suspensions; it's because the
components were much higher in cost and
weight than mechanical suspensions.
Because of this, most customers
determined that, in spite of the many
advantages air suspensions offer --
including ride quality, stability and durable
performance -- they simply weren't
practical. Over the last 15 years, however,
suppliers have made advancements in both
trailer air suspension design and production
methods, which have resulted in a
reduction in the premium paid for air
suspensions by more than 50 percent on
some trailers, and weight reduction of about
20 percent. This makes them much more
competitive with mechanical suspensions.

Now that these price and weight barriers
have been nearly eliminated, demands like
those for superior ride and handling, safe
transport of fragile cargo, and even driver
comfort are much more practical, thus they
have come to the forefront. Because trailer
air suspensions address these demands
directly, we have seen the percentage of

new trailers equipped with air
suspensions climb rapidly, up to more
than 60 percent today.

What does this have to do with modules
and integrated systems? Suppliers and
OEMs have begun to realize that, in order
to continue making advancements that
will meet these customer demands, as
well as those that will emerge in the
future, they simply cannot afford to keep
looking at axles, suspensions and brakes
as components. Rather, they must begin
optimizing the suspension design and
performance by focusing on suspensions
through a modules and systems
approach.

Benefits of a systems approach

There are many benefits of viewing
vehicle suspensions as an entire system -
one that integrates and optimizes what
happens on the tractor with what happens
on the trailer. First and foremost, this
approach maximizes the potential that a
vehicle will handle well and achieve
superior pedormance. lt's similar to the
way that air suspensions first outper-
formed their mechanical "cousins", but
relies on a clean-sheet approach. This
also creates the opportunity to reduce
cost, weight and product development
time.

When suppliers have mastered the
engineering and manufacturing details of
the components (like axles, brakes and
suspensions), then the state-of-the-art is
ready to move fonvard. That time is now.

Those who focus on a true optimized
system in its broadest context will
approach the development of components
globally, with the performance of the
entire vehicle in mind. Thus, a suspension
engineer considering how to create the
most effective front suspension will begin



his or her work by examining how designs
would pedorm in relation to the vehicle's
other suspensions and systems, not simply
how they would pedorm on their own.
Logically, truck component suppliers
offering expansive product lines will be best
poised to capitalize on this evolution to a
systems approach because they have both
the breadth of experience as well as total
control over how components and systems
interface with one another.

While this true optimized system is not yet a
reality in the linehaul market, one "full
product line" supplier -- ArvinMeritor -- has
already begun to realize the benefits of a
vehicle systems approach in the
suspensions it designs for specialty
vehicles, such as buses and recreational
vehicles (RVs). The supplier works directly
with OEMs to design all of the vehicle's
suspensions to work together and in
harmony with the vehicle and its other
components. ArvinMeritor is now taking
steps to apply these same levels of
integration with linehaul tractors and
trailers.

Engineers from the supplier and OEM used a vehicle
sysferns approach, designing the front and rear

suspensions of this bus to work in harmony,
achieving superior ride, handling and other

pertormance factors.

Ultimately, suppliers and OEMs will also
begin to integrate functionality into their
suspensions systems that can sense
upcoming events and make quick changes
in the truck or trailer suspension to adapt to

pending adverse conditions. Certainly
we're a few years out from these benefits,
but the progress one sees today among
suppliers is evidence that these "smad
systems" are on the way.

Progress - today and tomorrow

What else can we expect as the industry
moves forward toward this goal? Another
prediction that ArvinMeriior makes is that,
through a systems approach, independent
front suspensions (lFS) will ultimately
catch on in the linehaul segment.
Common in automobiles and sports cars,
IFS offers a laundry list of benefits,
including vehicle ride comfort, extremely
high roll stability and exceptional
performance. With benefits that would
certainly be applicable to the linehaul
market, why have we not seen an
emergence of IFS in trucks to date?
Because, currently, IFS is designed
independently of the vehicle itself. We
predict that a systems approach will make
IFS feasible on Class 8 trucks, although it
will require a whole new paradigm in the
way linehaul vehicles are manufactured.
It's through a systems approach that
fleets will ultimately realize the benefits of
IFS on their vehicles.

One of the key methods being used today
that will support this new paradigm is
simulation and modeling, which allows
suppliers and OEMs to simulate and
study the entire vehicle and determine
how systems will interact and perform
before a prototype is ever built. As you
have seen in the specialty vehicle
example above, ArvinMeritor is currently
one of few suppliers using vehicle
simulation and modeling to design
optimized systems. The supplier is also
using computerized, "virtual" durability
testing in congruence with laboratory
validation to reduce produci development
cycle time and cost. Through this vehicle



simulation and virtual testing, suppliers will
have the capability of providing system
solutions that optimize the required
performance and durability characteristics,
while simultaneously reducing development
time.

Another current trend that illustrates the
evolution towards a systems approach in
suspensions is how suppliers are developing
new capabilities that will better enable them
to achieve integration. One example of this
is ArvinMeritor's recent entrance into the
composite suspension systems market.
Working in partnership with composite leaf
spring manufacturer Liteflex, LLC, the
company plans to develop integrated
composite suspension systems that will
address the heavy-duty truck, trailer and
specialty markets' demands for lighter
weight and better riding suspensions. These
lightweight and durable composites can be
designed to conduct 50 percent less
vibration than steel springs, and to be more
durable and corrosion-resistant. And again,
the company will work directly with the
OEMs from the design stage, rather than
simply retrofitting vehicles with "off-the-shelf"
springs.

Conclusion

The days of undercarriage suspensions
being viewed as completely separate
components made up of a number of
separate parts (provided by different
manufacturers) are over. Suppliers and

OEMs are coming to understand the real
need to optimize design to achieve
superior performance levels. In the
linehaul market, we're already well into
the "modules stage," where suppliers are
mechanically integrating individual
components to achieve cost, weight and
some performance improvements. We will
see more and more of this "pulling the
pieces together" approach in the
immediate future, both in suspensions, as
well as other vehicle components and
systems.

The next logical step in the integrated
vehicle systems evolution in the linehaul
market will be for suppliers to paftner with
the OEMs on extensive vehicle dynamic
studies, to further explore the advantages
that can be realized by working in
collaboration to develop suspension
systems. As we are already seeing
emerge in specialty vehicle markets, this
collaboration will then become
commonplace, resulting in a true
paradigm shift in the linehaultrucking
industry. We will see the emergence of an
integrated systems approach, which will
provide fleets and shippers ultimate
performance advantages. Existing
developmental projects -- as well as new
projects and programs -- will evolve and,
ultimately, become prevalent production
practices that meet and exceed
customers' dynamic needs and growing
demands.
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